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Kenichi Satoh, Mika Kobayashi, and Yasunori Fujikoshi
Hiroshima University, Higashi-Hiroshima 739, Japan
In this paper we consider the problem of selecting the covariables within
individuals in the growth curve model. We propose two modifications of AIC and
MIC (Cp-static), which have improvements on the bias properties. Asymptotic dis-
tributions of variable slection criteria are derived under a general situation where
a polynomial growth curve of degree j0 is approximately suitable. A simulation
study is also given to gain some understanding on the small sample properties of
these variable selection criteria  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the growth curve model introduced by Potthoff
and Roy (1964). The model is given by
Y=A3X+E, Et(0, 7In), (1.1)
where Y; n_p is an observation matrix, A; n_k is a design matrix across
individuals, X; q_p is a design matrix within individuals, 3 is an unknown
parameter matrix, and each row of E is independent and identically dis-
tributed with mean zero and covaraince matrix 7. The matrices A and X
are assumed to be ranks k and q ( p), respectively. In the model it is
frequently assumed that the growth curve is a polynomial. Relating to this
structure it is important to determine the degree of polynomial growth
curve, which can be treated as a problem of variable selection or model
selection. The problem apparently seems to be the same as the one in the
univariate or multivariate regression model. However, it may be pointed
out that the types of variables selected in the two models are quite different.
In fact, in the gression model we are interested in selecting the covariables
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across individuals. On the other hand, in the model (1.1) we are interested
in selecting the covariables within individuals. Fujikoshi and Rao (1991)
have discussed the problem of selecting p&q covariables in the partition of
p variables into q response variables and p&q covariables in the growth
curve model. For a discussion on the growth curve model, see, e.g., Grizzle
and Allen (1969), Gleser and Olkin (1970), and von Rosen (1991).
We consider a class of model M( j ) , j=1, ..., q, defined by
M( j ); Y=A3( j )X+E( j ) , E( j )t(0, 7( j ) In), (1.2)
where 3( j )=[3j 0], 3j ; k_j, and each row of E( j ) is independent and
identically distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix 7( j ) . The
model M( j ) corresponds to a polynomial growth curve of degree j&1. In
this paper it is assumed that the true model M(*) is of finite dimension and
is defined by the model (1.1) with
M(* ); 3=3* and 7=7*. (1.3)
Following a general approach for model selection, we consider two types
of risks as an underlying function. One is based on (1) (&2) times log-
predictive density. The other is based on (ii) the standardized prediction
error. Model selection criterion is constructed as an approximately
unbiased estimator for each of the two underlying functions. AIC due to
Akaike (1973) is an estimator for (i). Mallows (1973) proposed Cp-statistic,
relating to an estimator for (ii) in the regression model. A general criterion
corresponding to the Cp-statistic is denoted by MIC in this paper. In Sec-
tion 2 AIC and MIC in our problem are formally given. In Section 3 we
consider two modifications of each of AIC and MIC which are denoted by
CAIC, MAIC and CMIC, MMIC, respectively. The criteria CAIC and
CMIC are modified so that they are exact unbiased estimators in the over-
specified models. The criteria MAIC and MMIC are modified so that they
are intended to reduce bias in the situations where the collection of
candidate models includes both underspecified and overspecified models. In
Section 4, we derive asymptotic distributions of these six criteria under a
general situation where a polynomial growth curve of degree j0&1 is
approximately suitable. That is, for 3* in (1.3), we assume a contiguous
structure on a polynomial of degree j0&1,
3*q | j0=O(n
&r) (r 12 ), (1.4)
where 3*=[3*j0 3*q | j0 ] and 3*j0; k_j0 . In Section 5 we give a simulation
study. It is shown that our modified criteria have considerable improve-
ments on the bias properties, especially when the sample size is small.
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2. AIC AND MIC
In a model selection it is fundamental to use a natural criterion for
measuring goodness of a fitted model along the aim of statistical analysis.
Such a criterion is called a risk function or an underlying function. Two
commonly used risk functions, which measure goodness of a fitted or
candidate model, are (i) (&2) times log-predictive density and (ii) the
standardized prediction error. Akaike (1973) proposed AIC as an estimator
for (i) in a general model. Mallows (1973) proposed Cp-statistic (denoted
by MIC in this paper) as an estimator for (ii) in the linear regression
model. After these studies, we call risks (i) and (ii) the AIC type of risk and
MIC type of risk, respectively. For AIC type of risk, we assume that the
predictive density is multivariate normal. Further, for two risks we use the
maximum likelihood estimators as those estimators for the unknown
parameters under normarity. Then these risks for M( j ) are given as
AIC type
RA ( j)=E*YF , Y [&2 log f ( YF: 3 ( j ) , 7 ( j ))]
(2.1)
=E*YF , Y [n log |7 ( j )|+np log 2?
+ tr( YF&A3 ( j )X )$ ( YF&A3 ( j )X ) 7 &1( j ) ] ,
MIC type
RM ( j )=E*YF , Y[tr( YF&A3 ( j ) X )$ ( YF&A3 ( j )X ) 7*
&1], (2.2)
where YF: n_p is a future random matrix that has the same distribution as
Y and is independent of Y, and E* denotes the expectation with respect to
the true model (1.3). Here 3 ( j ) and 7 ( j ) are the estimators of 3( j)=[3j O]
and 7( j) given by
3 j=(A$A)&1 A$YS&1X$j (XjS&1X$j )&1,
7 ( j )=
1
n
( Y&A3 ( j ) X )$ (Y&A3 ( j )X ), (2.3)
where S=(1(n&k)) Y$(In&PA) Y and PA=A(A$A)&1 A$ is the projec-
tion matrix to R[A].
In principle our method is to select the model M( j ) which minimizes each
of risks, but these risks have some inknown parameters depending on the
true model. So we need to estimate these risks. The AIC and the MIC types
of risks for a candidate model M( j ) can be rewritten as
RA( j )=E*Y [n log |7 ( j )| ]+np log 2?+BA( j ) (2.4)
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and
RM ( j )=E*Y [n tr 7 ( j )S&1]+BM ( j ), (2.5)
respectively, where
BA( j)=E*Y [tr 7 &1( j ) [n7*+D( j )]], (2.6)
BM( j )=np+E*Y [tr D( j ) 7*&1&n tr 7 ( j ) S&1], (2.7)
and
D( j )=(3 ( j ) X&3*X )$ A$A(3 ( j ) X&3*X ). (2.8)
Model selection criteria have been proposed by considering approximate
estimators for BA and BM . A formal use of the general theory of AIC and
MIC yields the most popular model selection criteria given by
AIC( j)=n log |7 ( j )|+np(log 2?+1)+2[kj+p(p+1)], (2.9)
MIC( j )=n tr 7 ( j )S&1+2kj . (2.10)
The bias properties have been studied for the case where a fitted model
M( j ) is an overspecified model; i.e., M( j ) includes M( V ). This case is equiv-
alent to
‘‘ \ the column vector of (X3*)$ # R[X$j].’’ (2.11)
In general, it is known that both AIC and MIC have the bias properties
E*Y [IC ]=R( j )+o(1) if M( j )$M(*) ,
where  is used for both A and M. The term of o(1) may be replaced by
O(n&1) in some specific problems with appropriate regularity conditions.
3. MODIFICATIONS OF AIC AND MIC
In regression model, bias properties of AIC and MIC have been dis-
cussed only for the case when a fitted model is an overspecified model. In
particular, it has been pointed (Hurvich and Tsai, 1989; Bedrick and
Tsai, 1994) that AIC can have drastically underestimate the corresponding
underlying function when the sample size is small. Some correction of AIC
in regression model has been proposed. This correction has been con-
structed so that it gives an exactly unbiased estimator when a fitted model
is an overspecified model. However, in general it is unknown whether a fitted
model is an overspecified model or not. So, ideally a bias correction should
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be done not only for an overspecified model, but also for an underspecified
model. In this section we present new modifications of AIC and MIC so
that they have improvements on the bias properties in situation where the
collection of fitted models includes both underspecified and overspecified
models.
3.1. Distributional Reductions
In order to derive distributional reductions for BA and BM , let
W=(n&k) H$7*&12S7*&12H=_W11 W12W21 W22& ,
(3.1)
Z=(A$A)&12A$(Y&A3*X ) 7*&12H=[Z1 Z2],
where W11: j_j, and H=[H1 H2] is an orthogonal matrix with
H1=7*&12X$j (Xj 7*&1X$j)&12.
Under the assumption of normality it is easily seen that
Property N1 . WtWp(Ip , n&k), ZtNk_p(0, IkIp), W and Z are
independent.
For large sample approximations, we use a transformed expression
V=- n&k { 1n&k W&Ip= . (3.2)
which has the following distributional properties.
Property N2 . Asymptotic distribution of V=[vab] is normal with
mean zero, Cov(vab , vcd)=$ac $bd+$ad $cd .
Here $ab denotes the kronecker delta with $aa=1 and $ab=0 for a{b.
The following Lemma 3.1 is fundamental in our reduction.
Lemma 3.1. Let
5i=(A$A)12 3*X7*&12Hi , Z i=Zi+5i , i=1, 2. (3.3)
Then we can write 7 ( j ) and D( j ) as
n7 ( j )=7*&12HUH $7*&12, D( j )=7*&12HJH$7*&12, (3.4)
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where
U=W+_W12W
&1
22
Ip&j & Z $2Z 2 [W&122 W21 Ip&j ],
J=[Z1&Z 2W&122 W21 &52]$ [Z1&Z 2 W
&1
22 W21 &52].
Proof. A key reduction is to express 3 j in terms of W and Z. For
example, we can write
3 j=(A$A)&1 A$[Y&A3*X+A3*X] 7*&12H
_ H$(7*&12S7*&12)&1 H1[H$1(7*&12S7*&12)&1 H1]&1
_ (X17*&1X$1)&12.
Further it is seen that
(n&k) H$1 (7*&12S7*&12)&1 H1=[ Ij 0] W&1 _ Ij0&
=W11&W12W&122 W21=W11 } 2 ,
(n&k) H$2(7*&12S7*&12)&1 H1=[0 Ip&j ] W&1 _ Ij0 &
=&W&122 W21W
&1
11 } 2 .
Using these reductions, we can get Lemma 3.1.
The following Lemma 3.2 is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. It holds that
(1) tr 7*7 &1( j ) =n[tr W
&1
11 } 2+tr W12W
&1
22 W21 W
&1
11 } 2
+ tr(W22+Z $2Z 2)&1],
(2) tr D( j ) 7 &1=n[tr[ Ij &W12W&122 ] [Z1 Z2]$ [Z1 Z2]
_ _ Ij&W&122 W21& W&111 } 2
+ 2 tr 5$2 [Z1Z2] _ Ij&W&122 W21& W&111 } 2W12W&122
+ tr 5$252(W22+Z $2Z 2)&1],
(3) tr 7 ( j ) S&1=
n&k
n
[ p+tr Z $2Z 2W&122 ],
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(4) tr D( j ) 7*&1=tr 5$252+tr[ Ij &W12W&122 ][Z1 Z 2]$ [Z1 Z 2]
_ _ Ij&W&122 W21& .
3.2. Biases of AIC and MIC
We will study the biases of AIC and MIC by evaluating BA and BM ,
respectively. Under the assumption of normality it is well known (see, e.g.,
Siotani, Hayakawa and Fujikoshi (1985)) that W22tWp&j ( Ip&j , n&k),
W11 } 2tWj ( Ij , n&k&p+j ), the elements of W12W&1222 are independently
distributed as N(0, 1), and these three random matrices are independent.
Further, G=W22+Z$2Z2tWp&j ( Ip&j , n)andE[G&1]=1(n&( p&j )&1)
_Ip&j . Using these properties we can obtain
BA ( j )=B (1)A ( j )+B
(2)
A ( j), BM ( j )=B
(1)
M ( j )+B
(2)
M ( j ), (3.5)
where
B (1)A ( j )=
n2( p&j )
n&p+j&1
+
nj (n&k&1)(n+k)
(n&k&p&1)(n&k&p+j&1)
, (3.6)
B (2)A ( j )=nE*[tr(nIp&j+0)(G+Q)
&1&n tr G&1], (3.7)
B (1)M ( j )=k( p+j )&
k( p&j )(n&k&j )
n&k&p+j&1
, (3.8)
B (2)M ( j )=
2j&p&1
n&k&p+j&1
tr 0. (3.9)
Here 0=5$252 and Q=5$2Z2+Z$252+0. In particular, if M( j ) is an
overspecified model, i.e., M( j )$M(*) , then from (2.11) 0=O and henceB(2)A ( j )=B (2)M ( j )=0. Therefore,
BA ( j )=B (1)A ( j ), BM ( j )=B
(1)
M ( j ). (3.10)
The quantities B (1)A ( j ) and B
(1)
M ( j) are expanded as
B (1)A ( j )=np+2kj+p( p+1)
+
1
n
[( p&j )( p&j+1)2+j (k&j )(k+2p&j+1)]
+
1
n
[ j (k+p+1)2&j 2(k+1)]+O(n&2)
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and
B (1)M ( j )=2kj&
1
n
k( p&j )( p&2j+1)+O(n&2),
respectively. The term of n&1 in the expansion of B (1)A ( j ) is positive and will
give a considerable effect when the sample size is small. This explains that
AIC can underestimate the corresponding risk function. It is difficult to
obtain an exact expression for B (2)A when M( j ) is an underspecified model.
However, we can obtain an asymptotic expansion for B (1)A when the sample
size n is large. For this, we make a usual assumption
52=- nV=O(- n), (3.11)
and hence 0=5$252=n2=O(n). Then we can expand
(G+Q)&1=4( Ip&j+R4)&1 G&1
(3.12)
=4[Ip&j&(R4)+(R4)2& } } } ] G&1,
where R=G&1Q&2 and
4=( Ip&j+2)&1=\ Ip&j+1n 0+
&1
. (3.13)
We note that R=Op (n&12). Therefore, using (3.12) we have
B(2)A ( j )=n
2E*[&tr R4G&1+tr(R4)2 G&1]+O(n&1). (3.14)
This expectation can be evaluated by substituting (3.2) into (3.14) and
expanding it with respect to the power of n&12. After much simplification,
we obtain
B (2)A ( j )=B
(2)
A ( j )+O(n
&1), (3.15)
where
B (2)A ( j )=( p&j+1)[2tr 4&Ip&j]&(tr 4)
2&tr 42. (3.16)
In particular, if 52=O(1), then 4=Ip&j+O(n&1) and hence B (2)A =O(n
&1).
3.3. Modifications of AIC and MIC
As we have seen in the previous subsection, under the assumption of
normality it is possible to construct an exact unbiased estimator for each
of AIC and MIC types of risks if the fitted model M( j ) is an overspecified
model. These estimators are defined by
CAIC ( j )=n log |7 ( j )|+np log 2?+B (1)A ( j ) (3.17)
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and
CMIC( j )=n tr 7 ( j )S&1+B (1)M ( j ), (3.18)
respectively. The CAIC( j ) has been introduced by Sugiura (1977) in a
research symposium.
However, it is unknown whether a fitted model is an overspecified model
or not. Therefore, we need to estimate the quantities B (2)A and B
(2)
M . More
concretely, we consider the parameters
%1=tr 4, %2=tr 42, {=tr 0.
Here 4 is defined by (3.1) and 0 is expressed as
0=5$252=H$27*&12X$3*$A$A3*X7*&12H2 . (3.19)
Let B=(n(n&k)) 7 ( j )S&1. We estimate these parameters by
% 1=
n
n&k
[tr B&1&j ],
% 2=\ nn&k+
2
&j ], (3.20)
{^=(n&k&p+j&1) tr B&(n&p+j&1) p+kj,
which satisfy the following bias properties.
Lemma 3.3. Under the assumption of normality it holds that
(1) E*[% i&%i]={O(n
&2), if 0=O(1),
O(n&1), if 0=O(n),
(2) E*[{^&{]=0.
Proof. From Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.(3) we have
tr B&1=j+tr W22(W22+Z $2Z 2)&1,
tr B&2=j+tr[W22(W22+Z $2Z 2)&1]2,
tr B=n[ p+tr Z $2Z 2 W&122 ].
The expectations of these quantities can be evaluated by the same tech-
nique as in Subsection 3.2. These imply the results of Lemma 3.3.
Using Lemma 3.3 we can propose the following modifications of AIC
and MIC,
MAIC( j )=n log |7 ( j )|+np log 2?+B (1)A ( j )+B
(2)
A ( j ) (3.21)
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and
MMIC( j )=n tr 7 ( j )S&1+B (1)M ( j )+B
(2)
M ( j ), (3.22)
respectively, where
B (2)A ( j )=( p&j+1)[2% 1&p+j ]&%
2
1&% 2 ,
B (2)M ( j )=
2 j&p&1
n&k&p+j&1
{^.
The bias properties of these criteria based on Lemma 3.3 can be sum-
marized as in Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumption of normality it holds that
(1) E*[MAIC( j )]={RA ( j )+O(n
&2),
RA( j )+O(n&1),
if 0=O(1),
if 0=O(n),
(2) E*[MMIC( j )]=RM ( j ).
Further, under the assumption of nonnormality we can obtain the results (1)
and (2) with the errors of o(1).
It may be noted that the bias properties in Theorem 3.1 hold when M( j )
is an underspecified model as well as an overspecified model. In particular,
MMIC is an exact unbiased estimator when the underlying model is
normal.
4. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTIONS OF
VARIABLE SELECTION CRITERIA
In this section we study asymptotic behaviors of variable selection
criteria under a contiguous structure (1.4). Our assumptions are sum-
marized as follows:
Assumption A. The mean parameter matrix 3*=[3*j0 3*q | j0] has a con-
tigious structure such that for any given number r(r 12), 3*q | j0=O(n
&r).
Assumption B. The design matrix across individuals satisfies A$A=
O(n).
Assumption C. Asymptotic distribution of the statistics Z=[zab] in
(3.1) is normal with mean zero and Cov(zab , zcd)=$ac$bd , and n&1W con-
verges to Ip in probability.
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Assumptions A and B imply that
’ j0=(A$A)
12 3*j0 X7*
&12=O(- n),
’q | j0=(A$A)
12 3*q | j0 X7*
&12={O(1)o(1),
r= 12 ,
r> 12 .
(4.1)
It may be noted that Assumption C is assured for nonnormal distributions
with a mild condition. For simplicity, we will identify the model M( j ) by
the number j. Let C( j ) be any one of six variable selection criteria; AIC( j),
CAIC( j ), MAIC( j ), MIC( j ), CMIC( j ) and MMIC( j ). The variable
selection method based on a criterion C( j ) is to select the model M( j ) such
that C( j ) is minimized, which is denoted by M( j^C) , i.e.,
j^C=arg min
j
C( j ). (4.2)
This can be also considered as an estimator for the model which RC ( j ) is
minimized.
From now, we consider the asymptotic distribution of j^C , which will be
derived by the same lines as in Shibata (1976). First we obtain a stochastic
expression for C( j )&C( j0), which is given in Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.1. Let C( j ) be any one of six variable selection criteria:
AIC( j ), CAIC( j ), MAIC( j ), MIC( j ), CMIC( j ), and MMIC( j ). Under
Assumptions A to C,
C( j)&C( j0)=&tr Qj | j0 (U+$( j ) ’ j0+’q | j0)$ (U+$( j ) ’ j0+’q | j0)+2dj | j0
+ 1[MAIC, MMIC] $( j ) Op(1)+op(1)
where U; k_ptNk_p (O, Ik Ip ), $( j )=1 if j<j0 , and 0 if jj0 ,
Qj | j0=Qj&Qj0 , Qj=Ip&PBj , Bj=7*
&12X$j and dj | j0=j&j0 . Here
1[MAIC, MMIC]=1 if C=MAIC or MMIC, and 0 if C=AIC, CAIC, MIC
or CMIC.
Proof. From Lemma 3.1 we have
n7 ( j ) W&1=Ip+_W12 W
&1
22
Ip&j & Z $2Z 2[0 W&122 ].
Therefore
n log |7 ( j )|=n log |n7 ( j )W&1|&n log |nW&1|
=n log | Ip&j+Z $2Z 2 |&n log |nW&1|
=tr Z $2Z 2&n log |nW&1|+op(1).
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We can write
tr Z $2Z 2=tr QB (U +$( j ) ’j0+’q | j0 ),
where U =(A$A)&12 A$(Y&A3*X ) 7*&12. Assumption C implies U wd
U : Nk_p(0, Ikp). Further, using Assumptions A and B it is seen that
B (2)A ={Op(1)op(1),
if j<j0 ,
if jj0 .
These prove Lemma 4.1 in the case C=AC, CAIC, or MAIC. Similarly
we can prove the one in the case MIC or its modifications, by using
Lemma 3.2(3).
From Lemma 4.1 we have
C( j )&C( j0) w
p
 ( j<j0). (4.3)
For jj0 , the projection matrices Qj | j0 satisfy
R[Qj0+1 | j0]/ } } } /R[Qq | j0 ].
and rank[Qj | j0 ]=j&j0 . Therefore it can be shown that there exist an
orthogonal matrix L such that for j=j0+1,..., q
L$Qj | j0 L=_Idj | j00
0
0& .
Therefore, using Lemma 4.1 we can write
C( j )&C( j0)= & :
dj | j
0
i=1
(vi&2k)+op(1) for j>j0 ,
where vi’s are independently distributed as noncentral chi-squared variates
with k degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter #2i . Here #i is the
length of the ith column vector of ’q | j0 L$, which can be written as
#2j ={tr(Qj+1&Qj ) ’$q | j0 ’q | j0 ,0,
#= 12 ,
r> 12 .
From (4.3) we have
lim
n  
Pr( j^C=j )=0 ( j<j0).
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Further, for jj0 ,
lim
n  
Pr( j^C=j )= lim
n  
Pr[C( j )&C( j0)<C(l )&C( j0), l=j0 , j0+1,..., q]
=Pr(Sj&j0&S0>0,..., Sj&j0&Sj&j0&1>0)
_ Pr(Sj&j0+1&Sj&j0<0,..., Sq&j0&Sj&j0<0)
=aj&j0bq&j , (4.4)
where Sj&j0=
j&j0
i=1 (vi&2k) and S0=0. In particular, when #>
1
2 , vi’s are
independent and identically distributed as a central chi-squared variate
with k degrees of freedom. In this case we can write aj&j0=Pr(S1>
0,..., Sj&j0>0). From standard random walk theory (Spitzer, 1955; Shibata,
1976) we obtain
am=:
m { ‘
m
i=1
1
ri ! \
:i
i +
ri
= ,
(4.5)
bm=:
m { ‘
m
i=1
1
ri ! \
1&:i
i +
ri
= ,
where :i=Pr(Si0) and a0=b0=1. Here the summation, m extends
over all m-tuples (r1 ,..., rm) of nonnegative intgers with the property
r1+2r2+ } } } +mrm=m. Summarizing these results we get the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 4.1,
lim
n  
Pr( j^C=j )={aj&j0 bq&j ,0,
j0jq,
otherwise.
Here for the case r= 12 , am’s and bm’s are given by (4.4). For r>
1
2 , am’s and
bm are given by (4.5).
From this theorem, we can see the number r= 12 in the contiguous struc-
ture (1.4) is a boundary whether the structure is asymptotically just like a
zero matrix or not. All we have proved here is an asymptotic result. In
order to see the differences among six criteria, we need to study the proper-
ties of these criteria in small samples.
5. SIMULATION STUDY
We are concerned with the comparison of AIC and MIC to their
modifications, based on two criteria: unbiasedness and the probabilities of
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selecting a fitted model M( j ) . In Sections 3 and 4 we have seen that six
criteria are asymptotically equivalent. On the other hand, our modifica-
tions have been constructed, based on the theory of finite sample. Our
main concern is to study the small sample properties by simulation
experiments. Such a study has been reported in regression model by
Hurvich and Tsai (1989) and Bedrick and Tsai (1994). They show that
CAIC has a better performance than AIC.
Our simulation experiments were made for the case p=6. First, 500 sam-
ples of size n=15, 30 were generated from the true structure (1.3) with
j0=3. The elements of matrix 3* was defined by realizations of inde-
pendent standard normal variables. The true dispersion matrix 7* was
constructed by using a decomposition of 7*: 7*=1$1, where 1 is p_p
matrix, and by defining those elements as realization of independent
standard normal variables. The design matrices X and A were set as the
frequently used ones; i.e., the matrix X was defined using orthogonal poly-
nomials. The samples of n individuals are classified into k-groups, so A is
given by the form
A=_
1n1 0 } } } 0
& ,0 1n2 . . . bb . . . . . . 00 } } } 0 1nk
where 7ki=1 ni=n and 1n=(1 } } } 1)$ is a vector of size n.
Our simulations results show that MAIC has more improvements on the
bias-reduction than AIC and provides better model selections. Although
CAIC must have some bias for underspecified models, it is not too bad, in
TABLE I
Risks, Average Bias, and Frequencies Selected by Five Criteria in 500 Repetitions:
n=15, p=6, k=1, q=4, and the True Model=(3)
Risks Biases (frequencies)
Models RA RM AIC CAIC MAIC MIC CMIC MMIC
(1) 381.89 310.96 &41.90 4.80 3.45 116.47 113.35 &5.46
(2) 383.32 238.46 &48.79 4.24 2.90 52.08 50.75 8.68
(3) 356.37 93.93 &55.42 1.65 1.57 0.43 0.13 0.12
(397) (467) (468) (383) (409) (406)
(4) 363.30 94.49 &61.85 &2.27 &2.30 &0.05 0.12 0.11
(103) (33) (32) (117) (91) (94)
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TABLE II
Risks, Average Bias, and Frequencies Selected by Five Criteria in 500 Repetitions:
n=30, p=6, k=2, q=4, and the True Model=(3)
Risks Biases (frequencies)
Models RA RM AIC CAIC MAIC MIC CMIC MMIC
(1) 611.59 256.89 &16.07 1.52 0.41 17.07 14.79 &1.14
(2) 607.15 239.03 &20.07 1.25 0.47 7.54 6.49 &0.02
(3) 580.52 186.84 &21.59 2.54 2.50 0.05 &0.20 &0.20
(427) (471) (471) (418) (429) (433)
(4) 584.61 188.64 &23.93 2.21 2.19 &0.27 &0.10 &0.11
(73) (29) (29) (82) (71) (67)
comparison with MAIC, in the respect of bias-reduction and model selec-
tions. Further. MMIC provides more improvements on the bias properties
in underspecified models than MIC, so MMIC makes much better model
selections than MIC. It may be noted that for overspecified models, the risk
of AIC increases more rapidly than the risk of MIC under normality. This
implies that a variable selection criteria based on the AIC type of risk
provides better variable selection than the one based on MIC type of risk.
We can also say that the criteria with more bias-reduction has made better
variable selection. It may be noted that the differences between CAIC
(CMIC) and MAIC (MMIC) are small for variable selection.
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